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"Well... it looks as if we've just about pushed our environment to its limit"

mtts
"8rK*
Vol. XXCVI, No. 20

by Robert Rosenbaum
Man is an odd and dangerous creature. He is the only
animal that refuses to abide
by the laws of nature. He refuses to return what he has
used to the enviroment in a
useful form, preferring instead
to release it in the form of inert waste or, worse still, poison.
Moreover, man is obstinate.
He refuses to change his ways.
He dictates his laws to Mother
Nature - and you know that
talking back to your Mother
can only lead to punishment.
In man's case, punishment is
likely to be in the form of extinction, unless he learns to

for such action. In addition to
these speakers, the floor will
be opened to the student body
at large. All those students
wishing to be candidates
for
the Constitutional Convention
must submit their names Tues.
evening at the general assembly.
The time for change
is
now. The entire succes or failure of any new representative body will depend on the
Con't from Page 9, Col. 1

JTJBILATO DEO by Giovanni Gabriel! will be presented by the Chapel Choir on
March 22 at 8:00 pjii. Mr.
Marion R. Anderson will
■ervo as Director - Organist
and Mr. Garvey MacLean
as Liturgist
On Easter Sunday, Mar.
29th, Mr. Anderson and Mr.
MacLean will be joined by
The Collegium Musicum
for a presentation at 4:00
p.m. of CHRIST LAY IN
DEATH'S DARK PRISON by
J. S. Bach.

Coed dorm proposed for short term
By John Amols
A proposal for an experimental co-educational dormitory during the short term
will be brought before the
faculty at their April meeting. The proposal is the work
of a group of twenty students,
with assistance from the college chaplain,
Garvey MacLean. The actual proposal was
written by a steering committee consisting of five students, Laurie Huckel, Bev
Campbell, Larry Wood, Hank
Mclntyre, and Dave Whitehead. This original proposal
was then distributed to thirty
faculty members, in order to
obtain their comments concerning the proposal. (By
March 16 only thirteen faculty members had returned the
proposal with their comments)
Presently Garvey MacLean is
re-drafting the original proposal taking into account the
criticisms and recomendations expressed by the faculty.
The following is the original
proposal, sections of which
may be revised before submission to the entire faculty
in April.

An Experiment In
Co-Education
"Bates College believes that
its emphasis on the liberal
arts and sciences is justified
both in sound education principle and on the test of long
experience. The College is
convinced that
the
broad
knowledge achieved in a liberal education gives young
men and women a realistic
understanding of their world
and well prepares them for
lives satisfying to themselves
and useful to others." (Catalogue p. 8)
The Bates College Short
Term is designed to provide
an opportunity for variety in
educational and social experiences. In this spirit we
propose a pilot program for
Short Term 1970: an experiment in co-educational living
for the purpose of enriching
the Bates students' social experience.
Our present mode of residence erects barriers which
isolate individuals and encourage the
formation
of
artificial homogeneous groups.
Today, our world demands
Con't On Page 5, Col. 1

recycle wastes.
On Friday, March 27, the
Campus Association plans to
hold an enviromental clean
up and recycling program. In
cooperation with the Department of Public Works of the
City of Lewiston, a site has
been selected for students from
Bates to pick up paper, cans,
and bottles. This litter will be
brought back to the campus
where it will be separated into
its components and sent back
to the industries that produced
them. Tin cans (98.5% steal)
will be sent to U. S. Steel in
Pittsburgh. Bottles (especially
Can't On Page 3, Col. 5
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Ad Board to hold mass meeting
Tuesday for governance change
The time has come for students to examine the question
of student governance — indeed, whether any "student
government", in the traditional sense, is necesary at all.
The reasons for such an examination are not hard to find.
For example, the Advisory
Board has a number of structural and functional deficiencies which prevent it from
realizing its potential as the
representative voice of all students. As it is now set up, the
Advisory Board is simply not
adequate to meet the needs of
the students or those of the
College in general. A major
overhaul is needed.
Among
many
students,
there is widespread disenchantment with the existing
governing bodies. This is evidenced by the almost nil response to the upcoming all
campus elections. Such action
is justified in the light of the
nature of these governing bodies and with respect to the saga of the Committee on College Governance. One hundred
and six pages of minutes have
been recorded in 11 meetings
of this body. The results have
been less than impressive.
The challenge is to establish
a responsive, broad-based, institutionalized union whose
function would be to amplify
the student voice such that all
those previously hard of hearing might now benefit from
this enlightening sound.
At the last meeting of the
Advisory Board, the following motion was pased:
A general meeting of all students will be held on Tuesday
evening, March 24 at 7:00 in
the Chapel. At this time, a
number of student speakers
will establish the justification

C A challenges pollution

Subscription $5.50 per yr.

Proctor system abolished
by Don Smith
In what seems to be a beginning step towards an "intellectual
atmosphere"
at
Bates, Dean Carignan and
the Men's Council have decided to abolish the proctor system and institute in their
place "Residence Fellows",
who will provide, according to
a letter sent to all male students by the Dean, "guidance,
counselling, and enforcement
of college regulations." In
keeping with this move, the
Men's Council has also decided to abolish itself as the representative body of the men's
side of campus.
First and foremost,
this
new system makes a definite
division betweten proctors (or
Residence Fellows) and Men's
Council members. The present

Richard E. Atkinson, 19, of
Rocky Hill, Conn., a sophomore at Bates College, died
Sunday
morning at the
Central Maine Hospital in
Lewiston following surgery.
The Bates student suffered
head injuries while playing intramural basketball in the College gymnasium
Saturday.
Following emergency treatment by the Bates athletic
trainer and the College infirmary, he was admitted to the
CMG hospital.
A native of Jersey City, New
Jersey, Atkinson was born
March 17, 1950, the son of
James A. and Marjorie (Maher) Atkinson. He graduated
from Rocky Hill High School
in June, 1968, and entered
Bates College as a freshman
the following September. A
Dean"s List student, he was
majoring in history.

members of the Council felt
this was a necessity because
of the conflict between their
duties as proctors, .representing the Dean, the Blue Book,
etc., and their duties as Council members, representing the
men's interests in their affairs. Presently there are no
definite plans for next year's
Men's Council. Part of the
problem is the petition for
dorm autonomy,
which
Is
presently in the CCG for
approval. If this is approved
there is no reason
why
next year's Men's Council
cannot be made of dorm
representatives,
selected by
dorm representatives, selected
by dorm election. It seems as
if many of the members of
the present Council favor this
system, but as yet no action
Con't on Page 6, Col. 3

Richard E. Atkinson

TWO

Skits
Paulo F.
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tohent
Michael W. Dorman

letters to the editor
letters to the editor
letters to the editor
letters to the editor
RUMMER: HARKAD
POSSIBLE

They don't pick up the dirt,
and often deposit even more
in our rooms. (Another pleasant side effect is that they
spray dust into the air,
through rips in their pick-up
bags.)
Many complaints have been
made, however nothing has
been done. All we ask is one
vacuum that works. The maid
is totally useless. Her salary
could easily buy at least one
modern vacuum.
Yours truly,
Cary Burns

TRACK AUDIENCE
Business Manager Editor, Student Newspaper
Bates College
To the Editor:
Lewiston, Maine
Managing Editor: Robert Aizno; Associate Editor: Ronald Dear Editor:
I am sure that I speak for
Cromwell; News Editor: David Martin; Student Affairs EdiRecently I sent you a carbon
all my teammates on the track
tor: Alan Hyde; Layout Editor: Joseph Hanson; Copy Editor: of a letter I sent to Mr. Robteam in expressing deepest
Jackie Kopco; Art Editor: Hank Kezer.
ert Rimmer. I have a reply to
appreciation and gratitude to
that letter that is quite comeveryone who has followed
plimentary to the students of
our
meets so faithfully this
It's been a newsworthy week — from residence fel- Bates. In all fairness I feel it
winter.
You just can't imbe
printed
lows to Ad Board members' decision not to run for re- should
agine
how it
feels to printed as well with an exelection, to anti-draft week to pollution week.
visit a large university where
planation of its source.
perhaps ten people show up
Dean Carignan has finally shown his colors .. . and
Thank you.
for a meet, and then come
Men's Council, active and thinking men as they are, have
Sincerely,
Larry M. Brown RESD3ENCE FELLOWS home to "little" Bates for a
approved residence fellows. The concept of residence
meet attended by one or two
fellows seem inconsistent with the whole dormitory auRR#1 Ave. Rd. To the editor:
hundred! The home crowd
tomony idea which is currently in petition and in circuSabattus, Me.
We would like to take issue spirit at Bates is like nothing
lation around campus. The Men's Council must realize the March 10, 1970
with several of the points we've ever seen anywhere
authority which will be entrusted to these individual resi- RR #1 Avenue Road
made by Messrs. Shages and else.
dence fellows. Perhaps it is a little more honest Sabattus, Maine
Hyde in their recent attacks
to make them solely enforcers, with their function clear- Dear Larry:
Being in track has contribuon the newly proposed ResiThanks for your letter.
ly identified, and not also representatives of the men.
ted greatly toward making life
dence Fellowship System.
Really, I thought the faculFirst, far from being a rad- at Bates a meaningful experSo the role and function of Men's Council, if it is to ty at Bates were rather mild.
ical
change in the system, we ience for me personally, and
exist at all next year, has not been determined. It might It doesn't really worry me if
see this as a change in name. team and crowd spirit have
have been wiser for Men's Council to discuss this — with people don't agree with me Men who accept these positions made track meaningful.
the men as well as the Dean — before taking action. because time and the pressure will be employees of the adThe new philosophy seems to be act now, think later.
of population and the whole ministration, just as proctors Thanks especially to these
way
the world is going makes now are. However, they will no people who have literally folIs that what Ad Board is doing? Ad Board has aplowed us all over the map:
parently realized that, since the Committee on College solutions along this line any- longer be members of the
way,
the
only
viable
way
for
Men's Council. This will beMr. Carl Geiger
Governance is caught in its own wrangling and tangled
come an elective position and
Mr. and Mrs. George Hibrhetoric, the students must settle the question of their mankind to survive.
I have a feeling from my will thus be representative, a bard and family
own form of government. Ad Board members will not
(contacts
with the Bates stu- great improvement over the
Mr. Withingham
run for re-election to that position in up-coming campus
Mr. LaChance
elections. Instead they will present their critism of the dents that they may ultimate- current system.
Joe LaChance
Ad Board, and possible new suggestions for a more ef- ly surprise you and a Harrad Mr. Shages charges that
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Emerfective form of student government at a general meeting type college could readily "Dean Carignan wants to elimstart and be successful in the inate the role of the Council son
of the student body on Tuesday night.
Bates atmosphere.
because it provides a break in
Mary Benson
Mass meetings and mass dissatisfaction are familiar
the judicial system," but in
Lynn Bradbury
CRITICISM: AND
things whereas constructive action isn't. However, Ad
fact, because of action of the
Sue Mortimer
SLANDER
Board is trying to face its responsibilities of representaStudent Conduct Committee,
Joanne Mortimer
tion by confronting the students directly with their ideas. Dear Student,
the Men's Council will in all
Kathy (Kuenzel) Wilkes
The five positions on this constitutional revison commit- Mr. Shages' printed epistles likelihood no longer have a
Mrs. Donald Williams
tee are open to all students who submit their names Tues- to the masses of Bates College judicial function effective in
Mr. and Mrs. Leahy
day night.
has all the style and wit and the fall of 1970, regardless of
Stan Lyford
Penny Potter
This could be a step in the right direction — but majesty of the Androscoggin the institution of Residence
Fellowship on campus.
Ellen Muller
only if we know why we are taking this step and where River on a windy day.
Messrs. Shages and Hyde and, by no means least, my
If
I
want
to
read
gutter
we are heading. Student government at Bates has not
been successful — There has been far more of an em- language, I go down to the gut- seem to be experiencing a fail- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
phasis on structure and mechanics than in any platform ter or better yet, the walls of ure to communicate. With a Ackroyd.
of ideas. And a government must have a function, a the Bates restrooms. Yet the bit of intelligent investigation
Sincerely,
purpose to exist legitimately. Even Ad Board has come lines on the walls of the stalls (such as asking a proctor)
they
would
have
realized
that
to the conclusion that it doesn't need to remain in exis- have flashes of wit and orginGlenn Ackroyd, co-captain
tence, that its current function of advisory, administra- ality that the thunderous ful- the Men's Council does indeed
intend
to
place
the
proposed
minations
of
John
Shages
tive details, etc., isn'twhat student government should be.
constitutional amendments belacks.
fore the men on campus in a
I
too
find
Dean
Carignan's
So — where do we go from here?
pronouncements to be more referendum. Had Mr. Shages
in keeping with a Beckett realized this, perhaps he would
Hop on the bandwagon — it's anti-pollution week. play. Yet there is a differ- have hesitated to prematurely
Write your congressman, don't throw away cigarette ence between criticism and "demand" a "democratic vote"
butts or ice cream wrappers. Clean air, clean water. Yes! slander.
which he was going to be givAnd Mr. Shages is obvious- en to begin with.
Pollution is now, according to much of the mass me- ly an advocate of the latter The program of Messrs.
dia the "big issue" about which college students are now line of action.
Shages and Hyde is intended
demonstrating their concern. Vietnam has faded into the
to discourage the "brilliant
Yours Truly,
background along with the anti-draft movement, neither
S. Elliott Green and able" people from applyof which was very strong on this campus. But involveing for Residence Fellowship.
BETTER MAID
ment a good and C. A. and Ad board have good speak-'
This is the best way of insurers lined up , in particular John Cole, editor of the Maine
ing that "stoolies," to use Mr.
SERVICE
Shages' terminology, will be
Times and long associated with conservation efforts.
To the editor —
the only ones who apply and
I would like to complain from whom the Residence FelThis issue goes beyond the concern of the college stuWe
dent to become involved or to be a political activist. Pol- about the totally ridiculous lows will be selected.
lution affects life, it affects you, now and forever. It's a maid service that we must put would encourage anyone who
real issue, a real problem, but with real solutions if peo- up with in Smith Middle. ia willing to constructively
ple wake up to what's happening to our enviroment and The maid comes Into our room work and attack the system
twice a week if we are lucky. from within (and not to make
pressure for legislation to protect it
(Once to change the beds, and vulgar, ineffectual, and highly
P.F.C.
perhaps once to empty a unintelligible statements from
waste basket.) Our floors are without) to apply for a Resnever swept and they become idence Fellowship,
Published weekly at Hathorn Halt Bates College, Lewtston, filthy.
signed,
Me. 04240 daring the coUege year. Printed at Pine Tree Press, We are equipped with two
Ted Barrows &
220 Gamage AT*. Auburn, Maine 04210. Second Class Postage antique "vacuum cleaners"
Bill Lowenstein, applicants Joanne State — a song for
Paid at Lswlstan. Maine.
which are completely useless.
for Residence Fellowships
International Day
Editor-ln-Chtaf

THREE
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March 23 - 28

C. A., Ad Board sponsor Environmental Control
program;
speakers, discussions scheduled

. . . And you viewers from all 16 states will be able to
watch as we endeavor to explore this gas bog which,
during the 20th century—believe it or not—was actually
a populated area known as "Cal-if-ornia."

Donald Lent appointed Chairman
of Art Dept., named Dana professor
*■

The appointment of Donald
Lent, of Santa Barbara, California, as Charles A. Dana
Professor and Chairman
of
the department of Art at
Bates College has been
announced by Dr. Thomas Hedley Reynolds, Bates President.
The appointment is effective
in September of this year.
A native of Marblehead,
Massachusetts, Professor Lent
graduated from the University
of California at Santa Barbara
in 1959, receiving a Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship for 1959-60
to encourage graduate work
leading to a teaching career
on the college level. His bachelor of fine arts and master
of fine arts degrees were earned at Yale University in 1960
and 1963, respectively.

course evaluations
underway next week
Course evaluations will be
conducted under Ad Board auspices within the next few
weeks. All courses offered this
year and last short term will
be evaluated on the basis of
an expanded, computer tabulated questionaire. The evaluations serve on informative
function, particularly for incoming freshmen, as well as
serving as guidelines for
course improvement by professors. Successful evaluations
require cooperation from all
students: please fill out the
questionaires carefully, and
return them promptly when
you receive them in the near
future.

Named an instructor of art
at the University of California
at Santa Barbara in 1961, he
was promoted to assistant professor in 1963, and associate
professor in 1969. He served
as chairman of the university
tutorial program, 1966-68, and
in 1969 became chairman of
the studio department.
During the 1966-67 college
year, he was Visiting Professor of Art at Bowdoin College.
Professionally interested in
painting, drawing, and print
making, he has given one
man shows at Bowdoin College, 1967; State University of
New York at Binghamton,
1968; Artisans Gallery, Brunswick, Maine, 1967, 1969; and
the University of Califomirfat
Santa Barbara Pious Award
Exhibition, 1969.
Professor Lent's works have
also been displayed in group
exhibitions, including The Barone Gallery, New York; Grolier Club, New York; New
York Public Library Jewish
Community Center, St. Louis,
Missouri; the Long Beach
(Calif.) Museum of Art; and
the Ogunquit (Maine) Museum.
"The Heat Lightning", a
suite of etchings accompanying a long poem by Alan Stephens, was published by Bowdoin Colege Museum of Art in
1967, and Professor Lent's
works have also been published in "Spectrum", and the
"Center Magazine".
Professor and Mrs. Lent
(the former Mary Rowley),
and children Michael and Jennifer, willmake their home in
Lewiston in late summer.

During the week of March
23-28 the Ad Board in conjunction with the C. A. will
sponsor a series of programs on
the pollution problem.
Monday evening will open
the week with two speakers
representing the conservation
interests and the industrial interests. Mr. Stuart Cooper of
the Oxford Paper Company in
Rumford, Maine will speak on
the efforts made by his Company to fight pollution and
the problems encountered in
the fight. Following him we
will hear from Mr. Harold Pacios, a Portland lawyer was
associated with the past administration in Washington.
Wednesday Mr. John Cole,
editor of the "Maine Times"
will speak possibly with a representative from International
Paper in Livermore Falls. Mr.
Cole has been carrying the ball
in the Times for the kind of
Maine most of us would like
to see. Thursday night at 7:30
there will be a panel made up
of three professors and three
students discussing the role
of the individual in the pollution crisis.
Saturday afternoon at 1:30
in perhaps the hightlight of
the weeks activities.
Victor
Yannacone, "one of two or
three outstanding young lawyers in the country concerned
with individual rights vs.
the pollutor" will address us
in the Filene Room. Mr. Yannacone was single handedly
responsible for the banning of
DDT and has advocated citizen committees serving pollutors. He is associated with
Environmental Defender's Incorporated and "Sue the bastards movement".
Tentative Schedule:
7:30 p.m. Mon. — Speakers
Stuart Cooper, Oxford Paper
Co., Harold Pacios, Conservation Lobbyist
7:30 p.m. Wed. — Speakers
(Speaker from International
Paper), John Cole, Editor of
Maine Times
7:30 p.m. Thurs. — Panel Discussion.
Prof. Turlish, Prof. Sylvester,
Prof. Chute, John Wilkes,
Kempton Cody, Allen Hyde.
1:30 p.m. Sat. — Speaker
Victor Yannacone, Environmental Lawyer

environmental
havoc
The following story of environmental havoc which may
be for removed from Bates College in Itself points to the potential crisis we all face if serious action is not forthcoming.
A certain disease was spreading throughout Southern Africa which specialists could not
account for. To make a rather
complicated enviromental drama short, it turned out that
mass slaughter of Hippopotami was allowing a kind of

snail to thrive on the river
bottoms and the disease was
carried by these snails. What
might we be doing right here
in Maine with our pollution,
and lack of conservation that
will have even more serious
long range effects?
The Advisory Board and the
Campus Association will attempt to inform the Bates community of the extent of the
crisis and some possible solutions through a week of programs dedicated to this topic.
The speakers will include leading men in the conservation
anti-pollution battle and representatives of Maine's industry explaining their attempts
to curb pollution. Thursday
night Bates Faculty and students will join together to discuss the role of the individual
in the pollution crisis.
The first step in saving this
planet is awareness and concern of individuals. We hope
the entire Bates Community
will support these activities

through attendance and participation.
Pollution from Pg. 1
the notorious "No Deposit, No
Return" species) will be mailed to the American Beverage
and Supply Corporation in Indianapolis. Aluminum cans
will be sent to Reynolds Aluminum in New York (Reynolds
Aluminum, by the way, has
already seen the light and recently started a program paying a half a cent per can returned to the factory). Finally,
paper materials will be sent
to the International Paper
Company here in Maine.
So actually the deed will be
twofold-to help the city clean
up a littered area as well as
to stress the importance of recycling. To accomplish this we
need your help. There will be
a sign-up Monday during
lunch and dinner for this project Help us collect and wrap
up gifts for the presidents of
each of these industries in the
form of reclalmable "waste".

Dr. Robert Bamberg named
Chairman of English Department
The appointment of Dr. Robert D. Bamberg, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, as Charles
A. Dana Professor of English
and Chairman of the department at Bates College effective next fall, has been announced by Dr. Thomas Hedley Reynolds, Bates President.
Dr. Bamberg will succeed Professor Robert G. Berkelman
upon his retirement this year.
Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, Dr. Bamberg graduated from Cornell University in
1951, and received both his
M.A. and Ph.D. there in 1958
and 1961 respectively. As a
graduate student he was a
John L. Senior Fellow.
Dr. Bamberg was an editor
and free-lance writer (from
1951 to 1955,) contributing to
publications of the Parents'
Institute, New York Academy
of Sciences, and for "Dun's Review" and "Modern Industry."
From 1959 to 1961, Dr. Bamberg served as an instructor
at Cornell then joined the faculty at the University of
Pennsylvania where he was
assistant chairman of the English Department in 1965, and
a Special Assistant Vice-Provostfor Student Affairs from
1967-69.
He is currently associate
professor of English and Undergraduate Chairman of the
department.
A member of the Modern
Language Association, American Studies Association, and
the University Professors, Professor Bamberg's fields of
special interest include British and American prose fiction, and modern literature.
He was editor of "The Con-

fesions of Jereboam O. Beauchamp," (1966) University of
Pennsylvania Press, author of
"Cave of Warm Winds," (1954)
I Cornell University Press, and
contributions to professional
societies and publications. A
book
length
manuscript,
"Plantation and Frontier in
Southern Fiction," has recently been completed, and Professor Bamberg is currently
writing a Critical Edition of
Henry James's "The Portrait
of a Lady," for W. W. Norton
Co., and a study of the "Development of the Art of James
Joyce."
Dr. Bamberg is married to
the former Jane Hindle and
has three children, Winifred
May, Katharine Alison, and
Elizabeth Marjorie.
Women's Lib
Friday, March 20, the C.A.
Cultural Concerns Commision
sponsored three speakers
of the University of New
Hampshire Woman's Liberation Front, an organization devoted to the liberation of women from the grip of the Imperial capitalists, Nancy Philips,
rhe principal speaker was
a junior of U.N.H. (majoring
in sociology and political
science) and chairman of the
Front there.
Previously she had been a
counselor at a Upward Bound
Program, worked in Mother's
Day Care Center, and was a
Vista volunteer. She terminated her connections with these
groups over the charge that
she was too politically active.

POOR
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private poll

Faculty supports student social autonomy

Jeff Tulis obviously making a point at last week's Bates
Harvard debate. Bates was victorious.

Freshmen class wants mass meetings,council
A poll was recently taken by
the Freshman Class Officers.
Due to unfortunate circumstances the box In which the
ballots were to be deposited
was not set up in Commons
after Tuesday, Feb. 24, therefore, not as much response as
expected was received, moreover, the following results
were obtained:
ATTENTION: Freshmen
FROM: Freshman Class Officers
1) Elections for sophomore
class officers will soon be coming up. Do you want class of-

ficers? — Yes 43.7% No 56.3%
2) The idea of a freshman
class council has been propos
ed. This council would consist
of several elected members
from each dorm who would
meet with the officers to discus problems, ideas, etc. of
the freshman clas. Does this
idea seem feasible and useful
to you? YES 66.6% NO 33.3%
(Circle one)
COMMENTS:
3) Would you like to see
mass class meetings with the
officers? YES 51.5% NO 48.5%

Junior Year
in New York
Three undergraduate colleges offer students
from all parts of the country an opportunity
to broaden their educational experience
by spending their
Junior Year in New York
New York University is an integral part of
the exciting metropolitan community of
New York City—the business, cultural,
artistic, and financial center of the nation.
The city's extraordinary resources greatly
enrich both the academic program and the
experience of living at New York University
with the most cosmopolitan student body in
the world.
This program is open to students
recommended by the deans of the colleges
to which they will return for their degrees.'
Courses may be taken in the
School of Commerce
School of Education
Washington Square College of Arts
and Science
New York University also sponsors:
Junior Year in France (Paris)
Junior Year in Spain (Madrid)
Write for brochure to Director, Junior Year
in New York

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
New York, N.Y 10003

Does the faculty or the administration really care how
we run our OWN social lives?
Students don't know for sure.
Their requests for increased
responsibility in this area appear to have been "committeed" to death. Thus, there is
student resentment at not having the responsibility, and student frustration for not really
knowing what the "opposition" thinks.
To help clear the air, a poll
of the faculty and the administration was taken earlier
this week. The question on the
poll was:
"In principle, do you feel that
Bates students should possess
the right to determine their
own social regulations?"
The question was left general in order to get an overall picture of faculty and administration views in this
area. Beacuse of the breadth
of the question,
however,
many qualifications and comments accompanied replies.
The overall results out of 70
Administrative and faculty
members polled:
54 Replied favorably
11 Replied unfavorably
4 took no position
1 Refused to answer
70 Total
It is important to note that
many of those who replied favorably did so with qualifications. The most frequent qualifications were:
1) As long as the rights of
all students are protected.
2) As long as student action
is legal.

3) The College is responsible
for its buildings and its image
and must have SOME control
over them.
4) Students should play a
large role but there must be
some check on them so that
the college's goals may be
achieved.
5) If students don't like the
college's social rules, they
should be allowed to live off
campus.
Nineteen faculty members
said that students should have
full control over their own social regulations. Some of the
reasons given by the faculty
were:
1) Students will be better
prepared to deal with life outside Bates.
2) The College should not
perpetuate adolescence.
3) "A student's private life
is no more my business than
mine his."
4) Faculty time is wasted
voting on parietals etc.
5) "As a faculty member. I
feel I have expertise in my department, but I am not qualified to run students social
lives."
Of the ten responses that
were unfavorable, reasons given were:
1) Students and faculty
should determine regulations
together.
2) The faculty must maintain an academic atmosphere
in the dormitory.
3) The rights the minority
should be protected.
4) Students are asking for
too much.
5) Students should not have

-♦ -' »-'«'

•Quauu
mountain
SPECIAL
2-for-l College Student Rate Mon. thru
Fri., two ski for the price of one by showing college I. D. cards, (not for one person. .. by twos only).
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final say.
Four people took no posi
because they thought that
question was too genera:
telt that they didn't k
enough about the subjec
make a reply. Only one pei
refusted to answer the j
H 1 s reason w a s 1
he had made his position
fectly clear often enough
that he didn't have to m
it again!??
Breaking the poll down
elements reveals the foil
ing results:
Faculty
Favorable
Unfavorable
No Position
Total

51
9
2
62

Administration
Favorable
Unfavorable
No Position
Refused to answer
Total

3
2
2
1
8

The results of this poll
open to much interpretat
However, one comment
(repeated over and over: !
dents should have a m
stronger role in determir
their own social regulation;
was stressed that stud<
should definitely be allo'
to make DECISIONS, but f
decisions should be subjec
some kind of faculty rev:
in order to protect the im
and functioning of the Colli
From this poll, it would
pear that the faculty and
administration would be re<
live to responsible student
quests. The question is,
the replies to this poll hon
or do they represent app«
ing rhetoric?

Ti
WANTABRIGHTE
FUTURE?
During our 60 years' experiei
we have successfully placed th
sands of teachers in public <
private schools and code
throughout the United States.
Write or phone us for more
formation about our confiden'
professional placement service.

Cary Teachers
of Hartford
Ml Trumbull Str..t, Hartford, Coi
■hon* (103) 525-2133
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Coed dormitory:

FIVE

"broadening social and intellectual horizons"

Student Participation: Resi- dents in discussion with the
velopment of the co-educa- to openly reflect on their perCoed Dorm from Pg. 1
be
distributed chaplain. The group is prethat persons learn how to tional community. The pres- sonal reactions to the experi- dence will
communicate with other per- ence of a faculty family will ment. In the final three equally between men and wo- senting this proposal to 30
sons beyond the traditional ensure a more complete eval- weeks, faculty and adminis- men having parental permis- members of the faculty for
tration will be invited to par- sion. Acceptance will be on a their consideration and critibarriers of race, national ori- uation of the experiment.
In the first three weeks the ticipate in discussions con- first come basis from a pro- cisms.
gin, and sex. The Bates ColWe expect a more clearly
lege Catalogue states that residents will engage in small cerning the living experiment portional representation of all
"Liberal learning is funda- encounter groups with facul- and the students adaptations clases. All residents will be defined proposal will result
mentally concerned with per- ty families. These encounter to the new life style, and the expected to submit a written from this student - faculty dievaluation of the experiment. alogue. Will you please share
sonal growth in both its intel- groups will be designed to
lectual and moral dimen- help residents experience new possibility for future devel- This proposal has been de- your response on the enclosed
veloped by a group of 20 stu- sheet.
sions." We believe a co-edu- forms of communication and opment of the program.
cational community experience will broaden the students' social and intellectual
horizons, enabling them to
more fully "comprehend the
complexities of life and
lead them to a sympathetic
understanding of others." We
hope to create an environment which will encourage
relationships between whole
persons.
Selection of College Facilities: For this pilot program.
>ve recommend Parker Hall,
vhlch provides
the
best
wailable facilities for the
nousing of both men and women. Parker Hall will allow
for the integration of floorf
while maintaining a separation of lavatory facilities. The
design of Parker Hall's rooms
and lounges is conducive to
an atmosphere of intellectual
and social growth. We recom
mend that the rooms on each
floor be given alternately tc
men and women. The lavatory
facilities in the west end will
bi used by the women and
those in the east end by thr
men.
Governance: All rules as
stated in the Bates Dlue Book
shall be in effect in the dormitory with the following exception: All visitation rules,
which are based on the assumption that housing will be
on a segregated basis, will obviously not apply.
We suggest the organization
of a Community Council,
whose membership shall consist of two elected persons
from each floor. The Council
shall be charged with the
normal duties of maintaining
order and interpreting the
rules of the college with regard to community life. The
Council will plan activities to
further the intellectual atmosphere of the comumnity,
and convene with faculty advisors on matters of community life.
An allocation from the Student Activity Fund would allow the Council to present programs for the cultural develWe'll tell you about a crazy little
It's yours for the asking. Mail the
opment of the community
For the price of a stamp, we'll clue
members, such as films, guest
$30 ticket that'll buy you 1,100 miles coupon. And see your travel agent.
you in on the British scene.
speakers and small group disNaming names of the spots only of rail and boat travel.
cussions with faculty.
And fill you in on all kinds of tours
we local folk are "in" on.
British Tourist Authority
Faculty Participation: We
We'll tell you about our native planned especially for the college
Box 4100, New York, N.Y. 10017
believe
a
faculty
famcrowd.
haunts. The pubs. Coffeehouses. DisSend me your free book: Great
ily should
participate
in
We'll even show you how to make
cotheques.
Boutiques.
And
the
like.
Young Britain.
CQ
the experimetnt in the cait through Shakespeare country..
We'll tell you where you can bedpacity of advisors to the
Name
Even if you couldn't make it through
down for $2 a night, breakfast instudents and evaluators of the
College
i
Shakespeare
in
class.
cluded. And chow-down for $1.
program for the faculty at
We've got hundreds of ideas. All
AddressWe'll tell you about the "doings"
large. The conversion of the!
house director's suite into a ;
wrapped up in our free book: Great
in the theatre. So you can see BroadCityfaculty residence would proYoung Britain. 20 pages big. With
way hits long before they break on
Slate.
.Zip.
vide a setting for sharing imBroadway. (Tickets: 90^.)
over 50 color photos.
pressions and experiences
concerning the growth and de-1

Great \bung Britain!
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Men's Council answers criticism of revised system
In the past few days there
has been some criticism raised
concerning the new system of
residence fellows. This letter
Is to correct the mistaken beliefs upon which this criticism is based. In the past,
members of the Men's Council
have had to perform a dual
role. One function was that of
being a proctor. This function
entailed the enforcement of
college regulations. The other
function was that of representing the men. This often called
for the working of changes in
college regulations. These two
functions caused a conflict of
roles.
To remedy this situation the
present Men's Council voted
unanimously to change the
system. There was not any socalled "power - play" by the
Dean - all that really has been
done is to divorce the proctors
from Men's Council. The name
"residence fellow" was chosen
to replace the name "proctor"
because of a new emphasis being placed on the position.
There will be fewer "proctors"
next year in an attempt to
get only the best people. But
most Important, this man Is
to be an educative agent in
the dormitory; he is to stimulate the kind of atmosphere
conductive to the educational
purposes for which a college
Is established. Thus, the name
"residence fellow" was chosen.

These changes are not of
an unconstitutional nature.
The Dean, as he has in the
past , will make the final ap
pointment of residence fellows
upon the recommendation of a
committee of this year's proctors. All this is in accordance
with the present Men's Council constitution.
A Men's Council will still exist so the outlet of men's opinion will not be lost. At present
the Men's Council is being restructured so that elected representatives will comprise the
membership and not appointed
ones. This in itself is an advantage to the system that now
exists, as the men themselves
will have a say as to who is to
represent them. These changes
will be presented before the
men as a .referendum, for their
approval. So, in actuality, no
violations of constitutional
procedures have occurred.
Those who criticize this untried and untested system are
jumping to many unfortunate
conclusions. If they want dormitory autonomy why not say
so instead of hiding behind a
facade of criticism and attacking a system that Is in a state
of change and therefore vulnerable.

Men's Council from Pg. I
has been taken to approve it,
pending action by the CCG.
The idea of Residence Fellows seems to have scared
some members of this campus.
The idea of having members
of the Dean's staff in each
dorm, essentially in charge of
each dorm, and responsible to
only the Dean is indeed not
exactly a bright picture, but
not as black as it has been
portrayed. If the Dean had
unlimited power to mete out
punishment as he saw fit to
all violators of the rules of the
college, the men's side of
campus would certainly be in
trouble, but this is not so. He
has arbitrary power only in
the case of minor infractions
— any serious matter still has
to go through some sort of
Student Conduct Committee
depending upon the student
government we have next
year. An additional
safeguard is that if any student,
punished by the Dean for a
minor infraction, feels the
punishment unjustified, he has
the right to present his case
before the Student Conduct
Committee.
Since the new system is a
product of the Men's Council
trying to truly be the Men's
William A. Hammerstrom
Council, and honestly repreChairman of Men's Council sent the men, it seems as if it
Michael W. Brickley
will be beneficial to the stuCo-chairman of Men's Council dent. Banning Residence Fellows from membership on the
—MAINE'S FINEST STEAK HOUSES—
new Men's Council, as has
been requested by the Council,
The
will protect the men from getSTEER HOUSE
ting caught between the frySpecialists in
ing pan and the fire, with the
WESTERN STEER STEAK
Dean doing the cooking.
AS YOU USE IT
So far, Dean Carignan has
COCKTAILS
refrained from giving the stu1119 Lbboa St, Lewbton
dent body his definition of an
Off Tpk. Exit #13
"intellectual atmosphere," and
Route 202
Winthrop
it seems as time goes on that
And Herman Exit off Rt 95, Bangor
he is getting deeper and deeper into a morass of misunder-

standing. He may mean a gen- for a more representative
eral student awareness of our Men's Council, it should be a
relationship to the college,, or change for the good.
he may mean quiet hours,
more grinding and
semEARN $200.00
inars led by the Residence
FLOWER GIFT
Fellows. It would greatly help
SERVICE
matters if he would define his 34 WEST 10th STREET
terms.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011
Despite all the hoopla cre- Agent wanted to solicit orated by this decision, I think ders for unique new low
in the end nothing will be priced Champagne Tone
altered. The Residence Fel- Orchid Corsage for Easter
lows will be no more nor no 29 March, and Mother's Day
less than proctors with an- 10 May, delivery is made
other name.
(speaking of direct to Recipient. No Innames, did they have to be vestment Required. Free
"Residence Fellows"?) Since Sales Kit. Free Samples.
the new system will provide Proven method now used
at Lehigh & Princeton UniSAM'S
versities. Write immediateOLD BOOK STORE
ly to:
Uaad Boohs, Antique Glass, Old
FLOWER GIFT SERVICE
Pictures. Com* In and BrouM
34 West 10th. Street
270 MAIN ST.
LEWISTON
New York, N. Y. 10011
(Next to Sam's)

VISIT OUR JEWELRY DEPARTMENT FOR
A LARGE SELECTION IN CHARMS AND
PIERCED EARRINGS
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SINCE 1859

DIAL 783-3881

New York to London —
Suraer vacation trips —
round trip $169. Now filling — small deposit and
payments — Send for free
details.
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CC6 continues heated discourse on weighty campus issues
by Ted Barrows
Last week's meeting of the
Committee on College Governance was a reenactment of previous scenes in the same play.
The curtain came up on acceptance of the minutes of the premeeting and the characters
moved into a continuation of
discussion concerning the composition of various faculty
committees.
The first matter was the Library Committee. This group
has been instrumental in formulation of plans for the new
library and has recently been
made a standing committee of
the faculty. The question arose as to whether this committee will not have outlived
its function now that the new
library is in the final planning stages. It was suggested
that perhaps the group could
be a better mediator between
library and department staffs.
For this and other reasons, the
consensus was that the library
Committee be retained with
a composition of seven faculty
members and three students.
It seemed to this reporter that
the on going functions of the
Committee would be practically negligible and that perhaps
an ad hoc committee of department or divisional heads
could work better directly
with the library staff than
through a faculty-student mediating board.
Student Affairs Committee
The next item on the agenda was a discussion of the proposed Student Affairs Committee.
This committee looms
large as a possibility if the
Governance Committee declines to propose a basic change
of any sort in the governance
of the college, a possibility
that seems to be approaching
as rapidly as the end of the
semester. The proposal has
CowtM*
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this as a student-heavy committee concerned, at the faculty committee level with decisions concerning student life.
Unfortunately, the lack of student members at the meeting
led those present to decide to
table discussion of this committee to next week when,
hopefully,
thesis, hourlies
and lab practicals will not
take such a heavy toll from
the student contingent.
The Committee on Study
Abroad, which concerns itself
with the JYA program, was the
next to be discussed. It seemed to this reporter to be fairly
obvious that the logical, indeed the only practical choice
for student membership on this
committee, would be Seniors
returning from their Junior
Year Abroad. This, however,
was not so obvious to some
others of the membership, who
discussed at some length the
advisability of limiting student membership to Seniors.
Finally, the committee was approved, consisting of five faculty and two student members.
Conduct Committee
The Governance Committee
then turned to the climax of
the evening, a discussion of
the crucial Conduct Committee. In the absence of all the
regular male members of the
CCG, Ted Barrows was asked
to stand in for Rich Goldstein,
one of the leading men in the
weekly drama. With the aid
of the two leading ladies of
the student contingent, Mrs.
Sue McKnight and Miss Judy
Conkling, Barrows made an
impassioned plea for a student
•heavy Conduct Committee.
It started with Dr. Niehaus
explaining to those members of the CCG who were unfamiliar with it, the workings
of the current judicial system
(a gargantuan task in itself).
He went on to explain that the
Conduct Committee, with the
aid of an unofficial subcommittee of students, was currently involved in reevaluating and restructuring Itself
and the judicial process on

NEW ENGLAND CAMPING ASSOCIATION. INC.

Placement Service
Personalized, Professional Placement ol Stall
Counselor
Program
Service
Administrative
Prolesslonal

If you want to spend a worthwhile and
fun summer . .. Call FREE 1-800-243-8075
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WAUCOT WE.
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TO TAKE OUT
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campus. He reported that after many weeks of deliberation, starting during the first
semester, the Conduct Committee was approaching the
point where they would be
able to submit some proposals
to the faculty for their consideration. Further, he said, it
seemed that the Committee
and its subcommittee was in
virtual agreement or at least
strong consensus on every area
in which their deliberation had
taken them with one notable
exception: composition, or the
student-faculty ration.
Well, sports fans, or theater
fans (no mixed metaphors,
please), we've all heard the
rules of that game before,
haven't we? At any rate, Dr.
Niehaus closed, at the request
of the Chair, by stating he was
not yet settled in his own
mind as to what a good composition would be, but that he
definitely would not favor a
student majority. Members,
both faculty and trustee, showed a great deal of interest in
the judicial system. The Chairman is a lawyer. Perhaps such
a man should look closer at
our judicial system.
Following discussion of several points still to be debated
by the Conduct Committee,
Barrows began his case for a
student weighted
Conduct
Committee by pointing out
that rarely, if ever, did a faculty member or administrator come before any disciplinary body on which students
were sitting. Primarily, then,
the Conduct Committee is conconcerned with STUDENT conduct,
AND
STUDENTS
SHOULD accept the responsibility for judging their peers
and safeguarding the community from those who seemed to have difficulty in living
in accordance with minimal
standards for community behavior and cooperation.
Several objections were raised by various members of the
CCG. Prof. Bechtel said that in
his experience, students tended to be harder on their peers
in a disciplinary sense, than
did faculty members. Prof.
Brown and
several
others
agreed. The main question
raised, however, was whether
or not the faculty could delegate authority such as the
Conduct Committee now has
to ANY body or whether they
were, in fact, charged by the
bylaws of the college
with
dealing in matters of discipline themselves. Some present seemed to feel that a
dichotomy should be made between student participation
in disciplinary cases and in
policy formulation to be presented to the faculty. There
was a suggestion that perhaps
the Committee should be divided along these functional
lines into a Judicial Committee and a Conduct (policy)
Committee, and further discussion as to the student faculty
ratios on these two hypothetical bodies. Finally Mrs. McKnight moved the question,

which was seconded.
Dean
Carignan moved an amendment to the original proposal
which would change a sixfour student faculty voting
representation to five - five,
with a faculty chairman who
would vote in case of tie.
Well, theater fans, just like
in the old serial adventures,
the curtain came down right
at the most exciting spot In
the act. That's right: time ran

just as it was about to come
to a vote. In all fairness, what
actually happened was that
certain of those present felt
that on such an important
question it would have been
essentially unfair to come to
a vote with so many of the
student members absent. So
tune in next week, same
time, same paper, for the continuing sage of the COLLEGE
GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE.
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Rob Players to present one of first

[tidy
ia)St

amateur productions of "Mame"
by Frank Foster
One of the most successful
Broadway musicals of recent
years,
"Mame"
comes to
Bates for four nights April 2,
3, 4, and 5.
Professor Bill
Beard describes it as "the biggest musical the Rob Player's
have ever attempted." It will
feature a fifteen piece orchestra conducted by Bob Shepherd. The large cast of forty
will be wearing over one hundred and fifty costumes.
In the title role as the eccentric Auntie Mame will be
Linda Very. Her friend and
confidante, Vera Charles, will
be played by Diane Carlson.
In the role of Agnes Gooch
will be Heidi Hoerman. Patrick Dennis (who grows up
in the play) will be played
first by Matthew Moser and
later by Rick Porter, who will
also direct the large amount of
choreography for the production. The Bates production has
another first to its credit. Not
only will it be one of the biggest productions at Bates, it
will be one of the first amateur productions in the country since the musical was released this
past
January.
Special scenery has also been
designed exclusive for this

nd
Us
to
he
x>l
production by Drew Kufta.
The list of principal cast icmembers includes many people who did outstanding jobs ba
in last semester's production •ly
ed
of "Marat/Sade."
:al
MAME CAST
in
Patrick Dennis, age 10
Matthew Moser
Agnes Gooch Heidi Hoerman
Vera Charles
Diane Carlson IS
Mame Dennis
Linda Very
Ito
Dave Irish It
Dwight Babcock Jay Scherma if
Beauregard Jackson
irPickett Burnside Barry Press es
Sally Cata
Nedine Potter
Mother Burnside
Melanie Abbott
Patrick Dennis, age 19-29
Rick Porter id
Junior Babcock
rk
Chuck Pacheco f
Mrs. Upson
Beth Perry of
Mr. Upson
Ed Romine ie
Gloria Upson
Carol Bryant nt
Pegeen Ryan
eMichele Lettiere ill
There will be an advanced e.
ticket sale for Bates students aMarch 23-25, (Mon., Tues., eWed.) from 7-8:30 each night
E>in the box office. After that io
tickets will go on sale to the •k
public. Tickets for the com- is
mencement performances will ealso be available.
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Werner Drew show in Treat Gallery
woodcuts of "beauty and grandeur"

Pentagon secret:
by NANCY BEEZLEY
(CPS) Most privates . and
even sergeants don't think
generals
are
gods. Some
colonels think generals are
gods and others are monotheistic and think the United
States of America is God and
the divinely inspired spiritual
Son Is the President of the
United States of America.
It's not really a question of
privates being pantheists or
monotheists or even pagans.
Some are Protestants
and
seme are Catholics and some
arc Jews. Some believe in integrity and fairness; others
believe in people. Some just
believe in a commandment of
sorts that says thou shalt not
take the life of another person into your hands and abuse
that -life.
More than one GI editor
lias publicized the fact that
since 1968, the Department of
Defense and the Department
of Agriculture have cultivated an increasing
like
for
grapes. Especially California
table grapes. As the boycott
against
California
table
grapes becomes more
and
more widespread, the Department of Defense has been
buying eight times as many
grapes as it used to. The Department of Agriculture "approved (not to mention encouraged) a gigantic increase
in private commercial shipments of grapes to Vietnam,"
according to Aboveground. Between 1965 and 1968, Vietnam
moved from 25th largest importer of California grapes to
the world's third greatest importer. Bragg Briefs said, "the
AFL-CIO charged, and it was
of course denied, that the fantastic increase in grape purchases is intended to paralyze the boycott." "So American GIs now have the satisfaction
of
knowing that
they're not risking their lives
in Vietnam solely to kill Vietnamese who want the right to
run their own country; they've
also been sent 10,000 miles to
eat grapes. And help the U. S.
government break the strike
of farm workers who want

Where do all the grapes go?
their right to union represen- issue of Aboveground, there is
a shot of the
sign
which
tation."
greets guests to a USO club
A lot of GI newspaper edi- located in Vietnam: "Exclutors and contributors are start- sively for U. S. forces, Ameriing to believe that the guide- can civilian personnel and
line for U. S. domestic policy free world forces ONLY. Vietis racism and that the guide- namese guests are not perline for U. S. foreign policy is mitted."
imperialism.
Vietnam is the most stark
As for racism, one GI paper example of U. S. imperialism.
answers it's own question as Om has a RESIST ad which
to why the army waited un- says that the war on Vietnam
til as late as 1950 to integrate is neither a unique folly nor
Black units with white units an error in judgment. "Since
and why it is that there is the end of the last century,
only one Black general in the U. S. power has been used for
army: "The army is con- economic, political and cultrolled by the same white eco- tural exploitation of smaller
nomic and political organiza- and poorer nations . . .Vietnam
tions which control the rest of is one of a long series of interventions in the affairs of
our society."
many nations: Greece, Cuba,
Another Vietnam veteran the Dominican
Republic,
can recall "numerous" exam- Guatemala, Iran, Laos, Thaiples of U. S. disregard for the land, the Congo, the PhilipVietnamese people, including pines, and others. Motivated
"the running down and kill- by a mixture of private intering of two Vietnamese women ests and misplaced convicon bicycles with a helicopter tions, the
Pax
American
(the pilot was exonerated); continues to inflict suffering
driving track vehicles through and subservience on much of
rice paddies; throwing C-ra- the Third World."
tion cans at children from
In the final analysis, the
moving
vehicles;
running military is only the police
truck convoys through vilCon't on Page 9, Col. 3
lages at high speeds on dirt
roads (if the people were eating rice at the time it has to
be thrown away because of
the dust).

The exhxibit currently being shown at the Treat Gallery is the Werner Drewes
Woodcuts. Jacob Kainen, Curator of Prints and Drawings
at the National Collection of
Fine Arts, writes that "in
quality and extent it is one
of the most important contributions to American printmaking."
Werner Drew (1899 )
emigrated from Germany to
the United States in 1930. He
had studied at the Weimar
Bauhaus and the Dessau Bauhaus. Kainen states that the
"Bauhaus design was infused
with a large feeling for the
living world ... (it was)
modified by a bold attack that
stemmed from the traditions
of German
expressionism.
Drewes combined these qualities in a fresh outlook, Germanic in its sources but independent in its final expression."
Drewes makes use of bold
lines and vivid colors to create a strong work of art. 'The
George Washington Bridge",
completed in 1931, is an example of Drewes' earlier, idea
of
representation.
Drewes

guidance and placement..
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
MONDAY 23 March
MEN & WOMEN
NISKAYUNA, N. Y., PUBLIC
SCHOOL (Schenectady area)
Teaching positions: Most subjects; most levels.
REPRESENTATIVE: Mr. Stephen S. Israel.
HINGHAM, MASS., PUBLIC
SCHOOLS Teaching: All major secondary areas (also elementary)
REPRESENTATIVES:
Mr.
John Carnes; Mr. John Donohue
WEDNESDAY 25 March
MEN & WOMEN
MERIDEN,
SCHOOLS
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On the "picture page" of an

was drawn away from this
type of art to abstraction as
seen in a series of ten woodcuts created in 1934, entitled
"It
Can't
Happen Here".
These woodcuts are not in the
Gallery's exhibition. He returned to representation in the
50's. Cubism has had an enduring influence upon his
art.
Drewes stated
that
the
media of woodcuts was unsurpassed in "making availto many people by means of
a simple reproductive process,
pictures which tell
of the
beauty and grandeur of our
country."
Drewes
has
taught at
Brooklyn's Museum Federal
Art Project, Columbia University, Master Institute of United Arts in New York, Brooklyn College, Institute of Design in Chicago, Washington
University and St. Louis. He
now lives in semi-retirement
in Bucks County, Pennsylvania.
The exhibition will remain
at Bates until April 5. Werner
Drewes woodcuts will be succeeded by drawings and etchings by Rembrandt.
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artist - in - residence

Parente makes music a cultural exchange
by Julio Elorriaga
For tnirteen years Mr. Gerardo Parente, arust in resilience at Bates, has been tne
oiector of tne institute of Musical .txiucation in Paraiba ana
since lybti he joined tne lacuity team of tne music Scnooi
of; the University of Kio
Grande do INorte, Brazil. A
graduate of the Conservatory
of Music in Fortaieza, his native city in the State of Ceara,
Mr. Parente has been abroau
several times in the last a
years.
Every
Latii.
American capital is known
to him as he was a
Gerardo Parente, artist-in-residence
member of the Foreign Relations Ministry in the mid six
ties, and USA and Westen.
Europe are no longer unseei.
highways to his dynamic am.
sensitive personality. Presently his main interest is to become
acquainted with Uatc.
Student Meeting from Page 1 3) O. C
College in the cultural exextent to which it is supportPres. Joe Barsky
change existing between tht
ed by the students.
Art West
State of Maine and Rio
* A Constitutional Commit(write-in) Grande de Norte, Brazil.
tee of five students should be
Sec. Wendy Woodcock
At home, as a piano proelected by popular vote to
fessor
in the most advanced
C
A.
write a constitution for a new
University in northern Brazii
Hal Wikins
Student
government;
this
and director of one of the few
Pres. Bill Lowenstin
constitution Is to be completexperimental centers to preed and presented to the stu(write-in) pare students in the fundadent body by October 1, 1970.
mentals of music, his time is
V. P.
obviously entirely dedicated
Ad Board will hold primary
Scott Green
to this art.
elections on Thursday, March
Robert Rosenbaum
For any person interested In
26, and the final elections,
Brad Elliot
following an artistic career
March 30. Those candidates inPeter Goodman
in piano, the Conservatory of
terested in securing the enJackie Kopco
Music of Paralba offers a
dorsement of the student,
unique scheduled course that
Sec.
should submit their platform
lasts according to the individSusan Clark
in writing to the P. A. office by
ual aptitudes of the Incoming
Jean Streeter
Monday, March 23 at 4 o'clock.
student.
Generally twelve
Paula Hendrick
The following nominations
have been made.
Trea. Kitty Keefer
Judy Andrews
Pentagon's top secret
Primary election Thursday
March 26
Pentagon from Page 8
Final election Monday
force for American policy. So
March 30
much so that Om reported
1) Chairman of Women's
"It could be worse."
that the army recently signed
Council
a contract with the InternaPeggy Tonon
tional Association of Police
Stephanie Yonkers
"If pleasure is a relative
2) C. H. C.
thing, then commons food Chiefs, Inc., to let soldiers out
of the service six
months
Carol Hendrickson —
must be good relative to
early if they decided to beChairman something."
come civilian policemen.
Aboveground reported an
Bedard Pharmacy
"The wait in line annoys emergency riot control plan
called GARDEN PLOT, which
Inc.
me more than the food."
in the event of civil disturbPRESCRIPTIONS
ance could, on short notice, order certain Fort Carson troops
Promptly Filled!.
"I don't mind it, there (sic) to fight civilians on campuses
*
a lot of people who eat worse." and in cities. The paper askYou rely i>>i your doctor ed "What if you, the Fort Carlely on us"
son soldier receive orders to
Had enough?
Well, if we go and do some GARDEN
*
haven't
got
to
the
meat
of the PLOTTING?
Aboveground
61 College St. Lewiston. Me.
issue, you can always get a- doesn't ask that you don't go
Tel. 784-7521
nother salad.
to Chicago or wherever —
that's a personal decision.
Classical and Folk
However, when and if you
Guitars
make it to
some
college
campus
or
city
street
as
part
Sheet Music
of the GARDEN PLOT plan,
Complete Record
think before acting. Think
Department at Discount Prices
about those demonstrating.
Think about the war. Think
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
about the army. Think about
MAURICE MUSIC MART
those misty and
beautiful
248 LISBON STREET
PHONE 784-9364
words — love and peace. Then
OPEN DAILY TELL 5:00 P.M.
think about clubbing or gassing those demonstrators. It is
MONDAY AND FRIDAY TILL 9:00 PJML
a personal decision."

Ad Board schedules primaries for
March 26, final elections March 30

so common .. .

pin, Lizt and Debussy)
years is divided in three sets.
in the first four years of basic 5—2 extensive modern and
romantic works.
studies the student learns the
use of the instrument of his 6—3 Brazilian works.
In the case of a professor
choice and becomes in close
contact with musical theory,' the requirements are somesoftening and sharpening of what different, he does not
himself in relation to the in- obtain the degree by perforstrument played and the per- mance of concerts but instead
formances of simple pieces of he qualifies himself by conferences. His approach on
music.
The next three years Folk- Bach Is didactic but the per,ore and appreciation of music formance of all his works Is
are the fundamental steps af- presupposed with the excepter which the students decide tion of the difficult piece
:o further into specialization "Clavier Well Tempered".
The second level is exclu.tudies. This post graduate
•ourse is extensive In quanti- sively dedicated to the study
ty and quality and lasts for and exposition of classic sonafive years. The course Itself tinas and sonatas, the most
>repares Specialists in con- complete musical forms, and
•erts and Professors of Music. the third level, that deals
In order for a specialist to closely with his career, is to
graduate he has to perform in analyse every one of the
courses offered by the School
lubllc:
l—Three important works of of Music and perform publicBach.
ly.
The Conservatory of Paralba
1—Three sonatas (classic, rohas a student body of nearly
mantic and modern.)
3—Three concerts (classic, ro- 400|students, it is considered
one of the best experimental
mantic and modern.)
1—Independent studies of centers for musical arts in
concerts (including Cho- Brazil.

cultural heritage or cultural studies
How will elimination of the
Cultural Heritage requirement
iffect the department?
First of all, the department
will continue to exist. There
are no plans for abolishing it.
■?ince its original reason for existence has been eliminated, its
function and role in the college
will, however, have to be reconsidered and redefined. We
are in the process of doing
that now.
We wish to maintain the inter-disciplinary character of
the department. The name is
not the most important consideration, but we would like
to change "Cultural Heritage"
to something like "Cultural
Studies". Freed from the burden of teaching required courses, the department will be able
to offer a greater variety of
courses in the future. This
could be the place where distinctive courses which would
not ordinarily be offered by
the traditional departments
could be made available. It
might provide the opportunity
for in people to teach courses
in non - western cultures. The
main point is that there now
exists a tradition and experience of inter - disciplinary
teaching which it would seem
foolish not to utilize and build
upon.

I can give no answer at
present to the question of
whether there will be a Cultural Heritage or Cultural Studies
major. I can say that the department hopes this will be
possible, but the decision is
not simply ours to make.
Much will depend on the kind
of program which we can work
out, and on the response of
out, and on the response of
students to our courses in the
next year or so. At present
there is just no way of predicting how many people will
elect to take Cultural Heritage.
We think that a Cultural Studies major would be good because it would provide the opportunity for a student to do
truly inter - disciplinary work
of a kind designed to meet his
own personal needs and interests.
I would rather not try to
give specific answers to the
question of what kinds of new
courses we will be offering.
We have, I believe, some very
good ideas, but we are not
ready yet to give specific descriptions. Next Fall our offerings will not be different from
those in the present catalog,
but beginning in the Spring
we hope to have new courses
available.
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Trackmen wrap up season tops in state
Akroyd, Hibbard, Riser pace victory

Brjant

EDITORIAL
Last Saturday afternoon, during an intramural basketball
game, Richard Atkinson, '72, lost his footing and slammed into the exposed brick wall which lines the gym. At 4:00 A.M.
Sunday morning Richard Atkinson died from a head injury
received through his contact with that wall. To those of us
who knew Rich personnally, his absence is difficult to accept.
He is dead, and no words put on paper can alleviate any
of the sorrow or the actualities of that sad event.
Yet to sit back and say that he smashed into an exposed
brick wall less than fifteen feet away, and accept it for simply that, is senseless. As anyone who has been in the Bates
gym realizes, the west wall in the gym is brick; it is bare;
and it is only about fifteen feet away from the edge of the
court. As anyone who has been in any other gyms realizes,
any walls that close to the court are in almost all cases covered with relatively inexpensive wrestling mats.
Now it Is useless to inquire as to why the Bates wall was
bare. Bringing up a long history of any suggestions for padding that wall will not bring Rich back to life again. The
purpose here Is not to place the blame on Dr. Lux or the
Athletic Department. However, it is the intention
of this
writer to suggest that steps be taken in the immediate future
by Dr. Lux and all administrative personnel concerned to rid
the gym of the danger of an exposed brick wall. Whether
the method chosen to achieve this end is mats on that wall
or some other set-up is irrelevant. What is relevant is that
the next time any accident involving that wall occurs, the
writer, whoever he may be, will also be able to say that the
athletic department cannot rightfully bear the blame.
There are some who will say that Rich was probably the
only person to hit that wall in the last fifty years. Maybe
so. Whether he was the only one in the last fifty years; or
whether he'll be the only one until that gym crumbles to
the ground is unimportant. What is there to lose by gambling
some money on mats for that wall on the chance that one
day the money spent may save a life? If there had been a
mat covering that wall, Richard Atkinson might be alive today. How much money was his life worth?
Bryant C. Gumbel...
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by Glean Ackroyd 70
For the second year in a
row, the Bates indoor track
team have proved themselves
the best in the State of Maine.
The Bobcats' margin of victory
in Saturday's State Meet at
Orono was one-half point.
Bates scored 48 points to 47 &
for host University of Maine,
20 for Colby, and 16>/i for Bowdoin.
First, second,
and
third
place winners received gold,
silver, and bronze medals respectively, just like in the
Olympics. Bates men came
home with 5 gold, 6 silver,
and 6 bronze; as well as the
huge State Championship trophy, which you can see in our
gym lobby.
Co--captain Glenn Ackroyd
set a new State indoor record
in the 1000, with a
2:13.9
clocking, 0.1 sec. shy of the
great Rudy Smith's school
record; co-captain Ed Hibbard
tied the pole vault record at
13 feet, and Chris Riser tied
his own mark of last year in
the 60-yard dash, powering to
a 6.4 sec. win.
Other new
State meet records were set
by Mike Salvetti of Colby (55'
11%" in the 35# weight) and
Gerry
Stelmok
of Maine
(1:13.6 in the 600).

The Cats scored 40 of their
48 points in running events,
and most of those came in the
longer runs.
Steve
Fillow,
"Gomer" Emerson, and Al
"Bird" Williams started the
fun by grabbing one - two three in the mile. Not to be
outdone, the JBG combo of
Neill Miner,
"Old
Man"
Doyle, and Jim "The Chief
Leahy easily did the same
thing in the two-mile.
Riser's win in the 60, over
a strong field of Maine men,
was backed up with a third
by "Hibby." The thousand was
a rather
mixed - up race.
Liming of Colby went out ridiculously fast and then was
barely able to finish. "Kroyd"
caught him at the gun lap, as
did Kirk Ives (who had a
2:18.5, excellent for a freshman), and Emerson.
All kinds of factors are of
vital importance in such a
close meet; in
fact,
Bates
would have lost if ANY of the
following had NOT happened:
— Glenn Wood got a fourthplace point in the 35 #
weight;
— a Maine man was disqualified for cutting in
too soon in the 600, giving Joe Bradford third
place;

GauUic Q<yi4i&i

— Dave "Torch" Williams
managed a third in the
long jump;
— John Emerson recovered
from his mile disappointment to get the deciding point of the meet,
a fourth in the 1000;
— Ed Hibbard, suffering
with a muscle badly
pulled in the dash, hung
onto second place in the
relay in an impressive
display of courage;
— "The Man Upstairs" (as
it were) smiled upon
Bates!
Definitely a deciding factor
once again was the rooting
section we had. Even though
Maine had a
large
home
crowd in their field house, all
we could hear as we ran by
the stands was
our
own
names being screamed in encouragement. It was a sweet
ending to a long indoor career for
seniors
Hibbard,
Doyle, Mastone,
Williams,
and Ackroyd. But with many
more people on campus this
short term than previously as
participants and as spectators
in spring track, we can look
forward to one more season
of these satisfying experiences
before we leave.

by Derek Summer

The "A" league basketball got to have my article in by
season boiled down to 1 game Tuesday afternoon.
this week when JB defeated
In "B" league, the consistent
Roger Bill 46-43 on Monday
Adams'
North II combine
night.
rolled to the championship,
Roger Bill, with neither with only one forfeit marring
King nor Mezza, was hurt on a perfect record. Kim Mathews,
the boards by Roscoe Lee, Lar- Ken Bristol, and Guy Rory Wood, and Jeff Clark. On berge have led this solid outfit
the other hand, their over - all all year, and they should have
speed improved without their no trouble disposing of the
two big men, and the game "C" league champ.
was a particularly interesting
Smith South I seems to have
one, with JB wrapping it up in
pulled a real shocker in closthelast 30 seconds.
ing in on t he "C" league
This left Roger Bill in the championship. Lightly
retough spot of having to defeat garded at the beginning of the
Smith North and JB to gain year, this squad ended up losthe title of intramural "A" ing only 1 game, but the opleague champs. Although the ponent forfeited due to havPB squad will be a slight fav- ing an ineligible player on the
orite in their Tuesday encount- roster. Thus, South is 7-0, and
er, the wear and tear of 3 need defeat only a mediocre
games in 3 nights makes JB a Smith Middle squad to nail
1-point choice on Wednesday, down the title. Should South
should Roger Bill defeat Smith be upset, they will play off
North. Of course, these results with Chase - Herrick (7-1).
will already be known by the
Certainly, the playoffs will
time you read this, but I've

be an exciting finale to what
has been an interesting, if not
controversial season. Besides,
if the season lacked excitement, you could always look
to Caustic Corner for something of value.
Open Every Day & Night
plus
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